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Superconducting transition in disordered granular superconductors in magnetic fields
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Motivated by a recent argument that the superconducting �SC� transition field of three-dimensional �3D�
disordered superconductors with granular structure in a nonzero magnetic field should lie above Hc2�0� in low
T limit, the glass transition �or, in two dimensions �2D�, crossover� curve Hg�T� of disordered quantum
Josephson junction arrays is examined by incorporating SC fluctuations. It is found that the glass transition or
crossover in the granular materials can be described on the same footing as the vortex-glass transition in
amorphouslike �i.e., nongranular� materials. In most of 3D granular systems, the vanishing of resistivity on
cooling should occur even above Hc2�0�, whereas the corresponding sharp drop of the resistivity in the 2D case
may appear only below Hc2 as a result of an enhanced quantum fluctuation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.74.054510 PACS number�s�: 74.25.Dw, 74.40.�k

I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout extensive studies on phase diagrams of non-
granular systems,1–3 it is understood at present that the su-
perconducting transition, characterized by the vanishing of
resistivity, in homogeneously disordered �amorphouslike�
type II superconductors under nonzero fields occurs as a
glass transition. As far as the static disorder being pointlike,
the resulting glass transition curve Hg�T� at nonzero tempera-
tures �T�0� does not deviate much from the melting transi-
tion line of a clean vortex lattice. For amorphouslike �non-
granular� three-dimensional �3D� systems, the Hg�T� curve,
determined resistively, approaches a field near Hc2�0� �Ref.
4� in low T limit, even if it apparently approaches a field
range below Hc2�0� �Ref. 5� upon cooling as the reduced
temperatures T /Tc0 is not low enough. On the other hand, it
is believed that the glass transition in two-dimensional �2D�
disordered case occurs only1,6 at HSI=Hg�T=0� below Hc2�0�
and corresponds to a field-tuned superconductor-insulator
�SI� transition at T=0.6–8

However, it is unclear whether this picture also holds in
granular systems or not. By neglecting effects of vortex pin-
ning and superconducting �SC� fluctuations, a glass phase
peculiar to disordered granular superconductors was
obtained9 as a phase lying above Hc2�T� defined10 at longer
scales than the intergrain spacing �see Fig. 1�. Hereafter, this
glass phase, which may appear even in H=0 separately from

the Meissner state, will be called the phase glass �PG�. How-
ever, the fate of PG is not clear once SC fluctuation and
vortex pinning effects are taken into account to describe real
systems. It was argued recently within a standard model with
dissipative quantum phase dynamics that Hg�T� of 3D disor-
dered granular systems near T=0 should lie far above Hc2�0�
�Refs. 11 and 12� and that, even in 2D granular systems with
no genuine glass transition1 in T�0, the corresponding
crossover line Hg�T� defined from a sharp drop of the resis-
tance should show, on cooling, a divergent �upward� low T
behavior as if it terminates at a field Hg�0� higher than
Hc2�0� �Ref. 11� in low T limit �see Fig. 2�. This argument
may be consistent with the presence of PG in the mean field
phase diagram Fig. 1 if the PG is superconducting. However,
if so, it is unclear how the SC �glass� phase and the portion
of Hg�T� in H�Hc2 in Fig. 2 are described. Furthermore, the
argument in Ref. 11 for the 2D case is incompatible with the
field-tuned S-I transition behavior, which is believed to occur
below Hc2�0� even in granular SC thin films.13

In this paper, the glass transition curve Hg�T� of disor-
dered granular superconductors is examined in the mean
field approximation but by including SC fluctuations. We
show that Hg�T� in the granular case is formally obtained in
the same manner as the vortex-glass �VG� transition curve in
the amorphouslike case and, hence, is the SC transition curve
in 3D systems at which the resistivity vanishes,1,14 at least in

vortex lattice
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FIG. 1. Mean-field H-T phase diagram �Ref. 9� of a disordered
granular superconductor.

normal
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H
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O
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FIG. 2. H-T phase diagram, proposed phenomenologically �Ref.
11�, of a disordered granular superconductor. In the 3D case, the
resistance vanishes on Hg�T� �solid curve�.
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the type II limit. Furthermore, we find that, even if the mean
field PG phase is absent even at T=0, a phase diagram of the
type in Fig. 2 with Hg�0��Hc2�0� is generically obtained in
a 3D case, while the situation in which Hg�0��Hc2�0� is
easily reached in a 2D case, reflecting an enhanced quantum
fluctuation. We argue that the main origin of Hg�0� lying
above Hc2�0� is an enhancement of vortex pinning due to the
SC fluctuation.

In Sec. II, a model of a disordered and dissipative
Josephson-junction array is introduced and rewritten into an
effective action, and Hg�T� curves in 2D and 3D cases are
derived in Sec. III. For comparison, the VG transition curve
in the 3D amorphous case is given in Sec. IV in the same
framework as in Sec. III, and related discussions and a sum-
mary are given in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

We start from the Hamiltonian

H� = ��
j
�− i

�

� �̂ j
�2

− �
�i,j	

Jij cos��̂i − �̂ j� , �1�

describing a Josephson junction array with a charging energy
2� on each grain, where the pair of indices, �i , j	, denotes a

nearest-neighbor pair of sites �i.e., grains� and �̂ j is a phase
operator on the jth grain. Below, the model will be extended
to a more general one, including effects of possible dissipa-
tion on each grain and of electromagnetic fields. The most
straightforward method of performing this is to express the
model �1� into the corresponding quantum action

S = S0 − 

0

�

d��
�i,j	

� Jij

2
exp�i��i��� − � j���

− e*Aex,i−j − e*�Ai−j����� + c.c.�
+
 d�
 d���

j

	


�� − ���2 �1 − cos�� j��� − � j������

�2�

in the unit �=c=1, where �=1/T, e* is the Cooper-pair
charge, Aext,i−j denotes the line integral of an external gauge
field over the bond i− j, �Ai−j��� is the corresponding gauge
disturbance introduced for obtaining the conductivity in the
i− j direction, and

S0��� = 

0

�

d��
i

1

4�
� ��i���

��
�2

�3�

is the action corresponding to the charging energy, i.e., the
first term of Eq. �1�.

Note that the dissipative �last� term of Eq. �2� is expressed
as

Sdis = �−1�
j

�
�

	

2
� j���2, �4�

where  j��� is the Fourier transform of

 j��� = exp�i� j���� . �5�

That is, Eq. �4� is nothing but the familiar dissipative term,
written in the phase-only approximation, in the time-
dependent Ginzburg-Landau model.

The quenched disorder in the system is incorporated into
a randomness of Jij =Jji

* with a nonzero real mean J0, i.e.,
Jij =J0�0, and a Gaussian distribution �Jij −J0��Jji−J0�=J2.
These relations may be regarded as being due to a random
gauge field aij defined by Jij −J0�exp�iaij�. The free energy
F=−�−1ln Z will be expressed in terms of the replica trick as
F=−�−1�Zn−1� /n in n→ +0 limit. The averaged replicated
partition function Zn is given by15

Zn = Z0
n�exp�− S f − Sg�	0, �6�

where Z0 is the partition function of S0, �	0 denotes the en-
semble average on �1�a�nS0���a��, and

S f = − �
a=1

n

�
�i,j	



0

�

d�J0 cos�e*�Ai−j��� + e*Aex,i−j

− �i
�a���� + � j

�a����� +
 d�1
 d�2�
j

	

��1 − �2�2

��1 − cos�� j
�a���1� − � j

�a���2��� ,

Sg = −
1

2

 d�
 d���

a,b
�
�i,j	

J2cos�e*��Ai−j��� − �Ai−j�����

+ �i
�a���� − �i

�b����� − � j
�a���� + � j

�b������ . �7�

Before proceeding further, S f will be rewritten in the form16

S f = const − dJ0�−1�
�

�
i,a

�i
�a�����*�1 −

	

2dJ0
�

+
1

2d
Di · Di

*�i
�a���� �8�

�const − dJ0�−1�
�

��2dJ0�/1 + 	��−1�
i,a

�i
�a�����*

� �1 +
1

2d
Di · Di

*�i
�a���� �9�

for the cubic or square lattice in d dimension, where i���
=�−1��i���e−i��. Equation �9� is valid up to the lowest
order in 	 �  /J0 and the Laplacian Di ·Di

* / �2d�, and Di is
the gauge-invariant gradient on the lattice17 accompanied by
the gauge field Aex+�A���. Then, by introducing the conven-
tional SC order parameter �i

�a���� and the glass order param-
eter qi

�ab���1 ,�2�= �q�ba���2 ,�1��*, Zn becomes9,15,18

Zn

Z0
n =
 D��a�D���a��*Dq�ab�exp�− Seff��,q�� , �10�

where
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Seff��,q� =
 d�1
 d�2�
a,b

�
i

J−2

2
qi

�ab���1,�2�qi
�ba���2,�1� +

�−1

4d
�
�

�
i

�
a
�1 +

	

2dJ0
���i,�

�a�2

− �
i

ln��T�exp��J0

2

 d��

a

i
�a�����1 +

Di · Di
*

2d
�1/2

��i
�a�����*

+
1

2

 d�1d�2�

a,b
i

�a���1� � �i
�b���2��*�1 +

D̃i · D̃i
*

2d
�1/2

qi
�ba���2,�1� + c.c.��

0

� , �11�

where

���� = �−1�
�

��e−i��, �12�

and D̃i denotes the gauge-invariant gradient on the lattice
accompanied by the gauge field �A��1�−�A��2�. Performing
the cumulant expansion in powers of q�ab� and ��a� in the
logarithmic term, various terms, such as


 d�1
 d�2�T�
�a���1���a���2��*	0q�aa���1,�2� ,

�13�
1

2

 d�1
 d�2
 d�3
 d�4�T�

�a���1���a���3��*

��b���4���b���2��*	0q�ba���2,�1�q�ab���3,�4� ,

arise in the resulting Landau action Seff appropriate to the
ensuing analysis. The average �	0 is carried out by using S0

or its soft-spin version.19 For instance, �T�i
�a���1��i

�a�

���2��*	0 becomes exp�−� �1−�2  /2� in the low T limit.
Below, it will be replaced by its local limit 4���� /� any-
where except in the lowest-order term in q�ab�. Furthermore,
the T dependence will be taken into account just in the �2
term because, at least, one of such T dependences is neces-
sary in order to keep a reasonable mean field Hc2�T� line for
the � field. It will be clear that these simplifications are not
essential to the present purpose of addressing the low T
phase diagram.

Next, let us write q�ab���1 ,�2�, by following Read et al.,18

as Q�ab���1 ,�2�−C�a,b���1−�2� in order to delete the term
�d�1�d�2 Q�ab���1 ,�2�2. By representing spatial coordinates
in terms of the continuous coordinates x, we finally obtain
the following effective Landau action

tSeff��,Q;�A� =
 ddx

ad �
 d�

�
�

a
� �2

��1 � �2
+ r�Q�aa��x;�1,�2���1=�2

−
�

3

 d�1d�2d�3 �

a,b,c
Q�ab��x;�1,�2�

�Q�bc��x;�2,�3�Q�ca��x;�3,�1� +
u

2

 d��

a

�Q�aa��x;�,���2

+
ta2

4d�2�
a,b

 d�1
 d�2�− i � − e*��A��1� − �A��2���Q�ab��x;�1,�2�2� + tS̃eff, �14�

where

tS̃eff = a−d
 ddx��
a
��−1�

�

�d����
�a�2� +
 d��r�,0��a����2 + c�� ���a�

��
�2

+ tã2�− i � − e*Aex − e*�A������a����2

+
t

2�
�uR

�
��4J0

�
�2

��a��x,��4�� − w��
a,b

 d�1
 d�2���a��x,�1��*Q�ab��x;�1,�2���b��x,�2�� . �15�

Here, we have introduced a short-length cutoff a, which cor-
responds to the intergrain spacing. We assume that a is much
longer than the coherence length of the host material forming
the grains and, hence, that the averaged Hc2�0� of the granu-

lar system is lower than the microscopic Hc2�0� of the host
material forming each grain.10 The Hc2�0� mentioned in Sec.
I is nothing but this averaged Hc2�0�. This is consistent with
the assumption in choosing the phase-only model �1� as a
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starting model that the amplitude of the pair field in each
grain be robust.

We note that, although the dissipative term in Eq. �1� is
reflected only in the term quadratic in � of the effective
action, the dynamics of the glass fluctuation �Q�ab� also be-
comes dissipative through the coupling �w�� term between �
and Q�ab� after integrating over the SC ��� fluctuations.

Using the soft-spin version of the zero-dimensional action
S0, i.e., a Ginzburg-Landau action corresponding to S0,19 we
find the coefficients to be given by

t =
�3

4
,

� = 2,

r =
�2

4
�� �

2J
�2

+ 1��� �

2J
�2

− 3� ,

u = 4
�uR

J2 �1 −
2J2

�2 � ,

r�,0

t
=

1

4d
−

J0

2�
+

J0T

2�2 −
J0

4�
�� �

2J
�2

− 1� ,

c�

t
=

J0

2�3 ,

d� =
t	

8d2J0
,

ã2 = a2 J0

4d�
,

w� =
J0t

�2 . �16�

The coefficient uR denotes the renormalized four-point vertex
in the soft-spin version of S0. In low-dimensional cases with
d�2, the renormalization of the fluctuation in a classical
Ginzburg-Landau action is well approximated20 by the Har-
tree approximation in which uR=0. Based on this fact, the
vertex uR /� of the quantum zero-dimensional action S0 may
be assumed to take a �dimensionless� number much less than
unity.

Below, the Fourier transform of the glass field Q�ab��x� is
defined, by following Ref. 18, as

Q�ab���1,�2;x� = q�ab� +
1

�
�
��0

D̄�e−i���1−�2��a,b

+ �−2 �
�1,�2

�Q�1,�2

�ab� �x�e−i�1�1−i�2�2, �17�

where the replica symmetric form

q�ab� = q�1 − �a,b� + q̄�a,b �18�

is assumed for qab because, here, we do not study the glass
phase below Hg. Furthermore, we focus hereafter on the situ-
ation that Hg is approached from the higher temperatures at

which q=0, and q̄=�−1D̄0.18 The replica-diagonal compo-

nent D̄� is the Fourier transform of the �imaginary� time
correlation between two “spins” �Re  j , Im  j� and, hence,
is nonvanishing even above Hg�T�. It is determined by the

variational equation 0=n−1�Zn /�D̄�, or

�D̄�
2 = �−1��2 + r� + u�−1�

�

D̄� − w��−1���
* �x����x�	s,

�19�

where �	s denotes the ensemble and space averages. The
physically meaningful solution of Eq. �19� is

D̄� = − �−1�r̃� + �2, �20�

where

r̃� = r + u��−1�
�

D̃� − w���−1���
* �x����x�	s. �21�

The minus sign in Eq. �20� is chosen so that a physically
correct spin correlation along the �imaginary� time direction
is recovered.18 We note that the last term of Eq. �21� is non-
vanishing in T→0 limit.

III. GLASS TRANSITION LINE

In this section, we will determine the glass transition field
Hg�T� of the granular system described by Eqs. �14� and
�15�. It will be seen below that, on cooling, the glass transi-
tion is described as a vortex-glass ordering1,14 induced by the
coupling between the SC fluctuation � and the glass fluctua-
tion �Q�ab�.

We will focus on the �highest� instability temperature at
which the glass fluctuation �Q�ab� becomes critical at the
Gaussian level when the SC fluctuation is fully incorporated.
It corresponds to a mean field glass transition in analogy to
the normal to Meissner mean field transition following from
the BCS theory. �Note that the quasiparticle in the normal
state in the latter corresponds to the SC fluctuation in the
former.� For simplicity, we shall identify this mean field
glass transition line with Hg�T�. Furthermore, since our main
purpose here is to give a correct answer on Hg�T� in the high-
H and low-T portion of the H-T phase diagram, we will use
the lowest Landau level �LLL� approximation for the �
modes. For the LLL modes, the operation �−i��−e*Aext�2 is
replaced by e* H, and the number of field-induced vortices
may be expressed as the total magnetic flux HS multiplied by
e*  /2
, where �S is the linear system size.

Under the nonzero D̄� given by Eq. �20�, the glass fluc-
tuation �Q�ab� obeys the following effective action �Seff
=�SQ+�S� up to the quadratic order in �Q�ab�, where
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�SQ =
�−2

2 �
a,b

�
�1,�2

a−d
 ddx�J−2a2 � �Q�ab���1,�2� · ��Q�ba��− �2,− �1�

−
�

t
�D̄�1

+ D̄�2
��Q�ab���1,�2��Q�ba��− �2,− �1� − 2

J0

�2 ���1

�a��*�Q�ab���1,− �2���2

�b�� ,

�S� = �−1t−1a−d
 ddx�
a
��

�
��r�,0 − J0�−2tD̄� + c��2 + d�����

�a�2 +
J0ta2

4d�
�− i � − e*Aex���

�a�2�
+ �

�i

tuRJ0
2

2�2 � 2

�
�4

��1+�2,�3+�4
���1

�a���2

�a��*��3

�a���4

�a�� . �22�

The u�Q�aa��Q�aa� term �see Eq. �14�� was dropped from
�SQ. In fact, this term acts18 as an interaction term between
�Qs and, hence, may be neglected at the present stage of
focusing on the noninteracting �Gaussian� �Q fluctuation. In
addition, since u���r for any J /� values of our interest,

this term is quantitatively negligible even in obtaining D̄�
�d�

�see Eq. �21��, where D̄�
�d� denotes D̄� in d dimension. Hence,

let us drop this small term consistently hereafter. Then, the T

and H dependences in D̄�
�d� arises primarily from the SC fluc-

tuation.
First, let us give the renormalized � fluctuation in order to

reasonably describe the field range lower than Hc2�T�. Here-
after, the �4 term will be treated, as in the nongranular
case,25 in the Hartree approximation. The Hartree approxi-
mation in LLL may be invoked as an infinite-range limit of a
nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau model.21 Although the use of the
nonlocal model makes the details of vortex positional order-
ing obscure,22 the description of the glass ordering in
strongly disordered superconductors is not essentially af-
fected by this procedure. Then, the � propagator in LLL is
defined in the 2D �d=2� case by

�−1���
* ��	s = h�2�Gdia

�2�, �23�

where

h�2� =
e*Ha2

2

, �24�

Gdia
�2���� =

�

J0��
�2� , �25�

��
�2� =

�

J0
� c�

t
�2 +

d�

t
� +

r�,0

t
� +

2
h�2�

8
− �−1D̄�

�2� + ��2�,

�26�

and

D̄�
�2� = − �−1�r + �2 − h�2� �t

���
�2��1/2

. �27�

In the 3D case, the corresponding expressions are given by
replacing Gdia

�2� with a�dkz / �2
�Gdia
�3��kz�, where

Gdia
�3��kz;�� =

�

J0���
�3� + kz

2a2/12�
, �28�

��
�3� =

�

J0
� c�

t
�2 +

d�

t
� +

r�,0

t
� +

2�3
h�3�

36
− �−1D̄�

�3� + ��3�,

�29�

D̄�
�3� = − �−1�r + �2 − h�3� �t

����
�3��1/2�1/2

, �30�

and

h�3� = 31/2 e*Ha2

2

. �31�

The self-energies ��2� and ��3� due to the interaction �uR�
term are given by

��2� = 32
uR

�
����−1h�2��

�

���
�2��−1, �32�

and

��3� = 32
uR

�
����−1h�3��

�

���
�3��−1/2. �33�

It is easily verified that, in J��, Eqs. �26� and �29� reduce to
their results in the J=0 case.

Although exactly solving these set of equations for each d
is, in general, difficult, it can be performed just at the �mean
field� glass transition line Hg�T�. To define Hg�T�, let us first
rewrite Eq. �22� into an effective action �Seff,Q consisting
only of �Q. Within the Hartree approximation for the � fluc-
tuation, �Seff,Q in the 3D case becomes

�Seff,Q �
1

2



k
�
a,b

�
�1,�2

�Qk
�ab���1,�2�2

��J−2k2 −
�

t
�D̄�1

�3� + D̄�2

�3�� − h�2�� J0

�2�2

vk�

�
 dq

2

Gdia

�3��q;�1�Gdia
�3��q + k3;− �2�� , �34�
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where vk�
=exp�−�k1

2+k2
2� / �2h�2���. Then, by focusing on the

term with � j =0 and k=0 in Eq. �34�, Hg�T� is defined as

− 2t−1D̄�=0
�3� =

h�3�

2��2 ��0
�3��−3/2 �35�

in the 3D case, whereas

− 2t−1D̄�=0
�2� =

h�2�

��2 ��0
�2��−2 �36�

in the 2D case, where �0
�d����=0

�d� . To rewrite these equations
more explicitly, ��

�d� at Hg�T� will be expressed as �0
�d�

+���
�d�. If using Eq. �26� or �29�, it is not difficult to obtain

���
�d� as a function of �0

�d� and, up to the lowest order in �,
it becomes

���
�3� = 2� �0

�3�

3 + 64��0
�3��5/2/h�3�

d��

tJ0
��1/2

�37�

in the 3D case, and

���
�2� = 2� �0

�2�

1 + 8��0
�2��3/h�2�

d��

tJ0
��1/2

�38�

in the 2D case, respectively. The expressions on ��
�d� ob-

tained above imply that, to the lowest order in the Matsubara
frequency, the glass fluctuation propagator just at the �mean
field� glass transition takes the form

��Qk
�ab���,����Q−k

�ba��− ��,− ��	 � �k2 + �1/2 + ��1/2�−1

�39�

after being rescaled spatially.
Now, by applying the above expressions of ���

�d� to the
self-consistent equations on �0

�d�

�0
�2� =

�

J0t
r�,0 +

2
h�2�

8
− �−1D̄�=0

�2� + ��2� �40�

and

�0
�3� =

�

J0t
r�,0 +

2�3
h�3�

36
− �−1D̄�=0

�3� + ��3�, �41�

we obtain the coupled equations �Eqs. �26�, �27�, �32�, �36�,
�38�, and �40�� in the 2D and �Eqs. �29�, �30�, �33�, �35�,
�37�, and �41�� in 3D cases. The resulting H-T relation for
each d is nothing but the Hg�T� line.

Typical examples of computed Hg�T� lines are shown in
Fig. 3 for the 3D case and Fig. 4 for the 2D case, where h
=H /Hc2�0�, and Tc0 is the zero field transition temperature.
We have commonly used the parameter values, 2
d�J0 / t
=2
	 /32=10 and uR /�=1�10−3, and have changed j0
=J0 /� and j=J /�. In Fig. 3, the pairs of parameters �j, j0�
are �0.05, 0.7� �left curve� and �0.28, 0.7� �right�, whereas in
Fig. 4 they were chosen as �0.003, 0.3� �left curve�, �0.05,
0.7� �center�, and �0.05, 0.3� �right�. The dashed curve in the
3D case is the thermal melting line in the clean limit.

In the 3D case, the resistivity should vanish at Hg�T� be-
cause, as is explained in Sec. IV, the obtained Hg�T� is es-
sentially the same as the VG transition field1,14 in the amor-

phous case. In contrast, Hg�T�0� in the 2D case will be
regarded as a crossover line along which the resistivity re-
markably drops,11 while Hg�0� may be identified with the SI
transition field HSI at T=0 �see Sec. I�.

In the 3D case, the low-T limit Hg�T→0� of the glass
transition field lies, for most of parameter values we have
examined, in h�1, i.e., above the mean field Hc2�0�. On the
other hand, all values of the disorder strength j used in the

figures satisfy D̄�=0  �0. This implies assuming that even at
T=0, the PG order in H�Hc2�0� does not occur. That is, Fig.
3 implies that Hg can lie above Hc2�0� more frequently than
the prediction from the mean field analysis.9 The presence of
Hg�T� above Hc2�T� at low T is due primarily to the cou-

pling, appearing through D̄�=0
�d� , between the glass field and

the SC fluctuation. For brevity, let us imagine that the SC

1.0

2.0

3.0

h

0
0.50.1 0.3 T/Tc0c0

3d3d

FIG. 3. Examples of Hg�T� lines in the 3D case following from
the present theory. The Hc2�T� line is given by h=1−T /Tc0. See the
text regarding the parameter values used for calculations.

h
1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0.1 T/Tc0c00.3 0.5

2d2d

FIG. 4. Examples of Hg�T� in the 2D case �sharp crossover
lines� comparable to those in Fig. 3. See the text regarding the
parameter values used for calculations.
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fluctuation term in �D̄�=0
�d� �2 �i.e., its second term� will be

relatively small in magnitude. Then, from Eq. �35� or �36�,
�0

�d� at Hg�T� approximately scales like �h�d��2/�6−d�. Thus, the

second term, �h�d� / ��0
�d���4−d�/2, in �D̄�=0

�d� �2 grows like
�h�d��2/�6−d� with increasing field h�d�. As is explained in Sec.
V, this implies that the strength of vortex pinning is enhanced
by the SC fluctuation with increasing field, although the re-
lation �0

�d���h�d��2/�6−d� itself implies a reduction of the SC
fluctuation with increasing field above Hc2. Such an enhance-
ment of pinning due to the SC fluctuation is peculiar to the
granular superconductors at low T and in high fields. In fact,
at high T and in weak or intermediate fields, �0

�d� and, hence,

D̄�=0
�d�  rather increases with increasing temperature.
Furthermore, it can be seen from the coupled equations

leading to the figures that, in the present quantum model in
which the main bare energy scale is not the Josephson cou-
pling J0 but the charging energy �, the main J0 dependence
appears in d�� / �J0t�� j0

−2, and hence that a larger j0 leads to
an enhancement of quantum fluctuation.23,24 For this reason,
the �0.05,0.7� curve lies below the �0.05, 0.3� curve in Fig.
4.

IV. REVIEW OF RESULTS IN NONGRANULAR CASE

For the purpose of better understanding the content of
results in Sec. III, it is useful to compare the results in granu-
lar case to those in the nongranular case.14,25 Here, we will
sketch the corresponding analysis for obtaining the VG tran-
sition curve Hg�T� of the amorphouslike materials. Within
LLL, the familiar GL action derived microscopically takes
the form

SGL��� =
 d3r
 d������r,���*u�Q;r���r,��

+ �0
2�z��r,��2 +

b

2
��r,��4�

+
�

2


 d��

��r,�� − ��r,���2

�� − ���2 � , �42�

where u=ln h, h=H /Hc2�0�, �u�r�− ū��u�r��− ū�=�0��3��r
−r��, b�0, ��0, and Q is the gauge-invariant gradient in
directions perpendicular to the applied field �ẑ. The role of
the random potential leading to the vortex pinning is played
by u�r�− ū. The replicated action, arising after the random
average, takes the form

SGL,r = �
a=1

n

SGL���a��

−
�0

2

 d3r�

a,b

 d�
 d����a��r,��2��b��r,���2.

�43�

Alternatively, the last term of SGL,r may be regarded as aris-
ing from the action

SGL,Q =
 d�
 d���
a,b

 d3r� 1

2�0
�Q�ab��r;�,���2

− ���a�����*�Q�ab���,�����b������ �44�

after integrating over �Q. If restarting from the action
�a=1

n SGL���a��+SGL,Q, we can follow a similar route for ob-
taining the glass transition line to that in Sec. III. First, the
propagator of renormalized � fluctuation in LLL is specified
by the Matsubara frequency � and, in the 3D case, the wave
number k in the direction of the applied field, and given in
the form ��+� �  +�0

2k2�−1 in the Hartree approximation.25

For weak disorder, the parameter � satisfies

� = ln h + bh�0
−3T�

�

1
�� + ��

, �45�

which corresponds to Eq. �41� in Sec. III. The VG transition
field can be defined, just as in Eq. �34�, as a critical point of
the glass fluctuation �Q at which the inverse of the propaga-
tor ��Q�ab��k ;�1 ,�2��Q�ba��k ;−�2 ,−�1�	 vanishes in the
limit of vanishing k and � j. In the present case, the VG
transition line is given by

1 =
�h

2�3/2 , �46�

which corresponds to Eq. �35� in the granular case, where
�=�0 / �2
�0

3�.
In previous works,14,25 Eq. �46� was obtained as a pole of

the VG susceptibility directly constructed from the action
�43�. Then, the VG susceptibility takes the same form as the
glass fluctuation propagator ��Q�ab��k ;�1 ,�2��Q�ba��k ;
−�2 ,−�1�	 in the limit of vanishing k and � j. That is, if
starting the analysis in Sec. III from an effective action com-
posed only of � corresponding to Eq. �43�, the glass transi-
tion and resistive behavior near Hg�T� for the granular case
can be described in the same manner as those performed
elsewhere.14,25 Since the continuous vanishing of resistivity
at the VG transition was explained there based on Eq. �43�,
Hg�T� for the 3D granular case in Sec. III has to be also the
SC transition line at which the resistivity continuously van-
ishes.

The VG transition field in the 3D case and at T=0 is
determined by the following expression, which is obtained
from Eqs. �45� and �46�:

ln h +

−1�0

−3b�ch

�h�/2�1/3 + ���c + �h�/2�2/3�1/2 = �h�

2
�2/3

, �47�

where �c is a high-frequency cutoff. We note that the
fluctuation-corrected �i.e., renormalized� value of Hc2, Hc2

�R�,
is nonzero in 3D systems at T=0 and is given by Eq. �47�
with �=0. Because of this fact and the � dependence of Eq.
�47�, the 3D VG transition field at T=0 is always higher than
Hc2

�R��0� and approaches Hc2
�R��0� as the disorder �

diminishes.7,26 In contrast, in the 2D case, Hc2
�R��0� vanishes

and, hence, the VG transition field at T=0 �i.e., HSI� may lie
below the mean field Hc2�0�.
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

First, let us start by explaining the 3D Hg�T� going be-
yond the mean field Hc2 upon cooling in Sec. III on the basis
of the results in Sec. IV for the nongranular case. One reason
for the Hg growth in higher fields seen in the 3D case is that
Hg�0��Hc2

�R��0� in any 3D case and that Hc2
�R��0� is nonvan-

ishing and tends to lie near the mean field Hc2�0�. For in-
stance, even in the left curve in Fig. 3, where Tg�H� is sig-
nificantly lowered, Hc2

�R��0� lies below but close to Hc2�0�.
For completeness, we show the lowest T behaviors of Hg�T�
line for extremely low j values in Fig. 5. It shows that, as
mentioned below Eq. �47� in the nongranular case, Hg�0�
approaches Hc2

�R��0�=0.978 Hc2�0� as the disorder j dimin-
ishes. That is, since Hc2

�R��0� is the lower limit of the 3D SC
�i.e., glass� transition field at T=0, Hg�T→0� in d=3 lies in
h�1 in most cases �see also the Appendix �. In contrast,
Hc2

�R��0� in the 2D case is zero and, consequently, HSI of a
system with strong enough quantum fluctuation, as the left
curve in Fig. 4 shows, can lie in h�1, i.e., much below the
mean field Hc2�0�. This situation corresponds to the case in
which a field-tuned SI transition behavior is seen through
resistivity curves in granular materials.13

More importantly, in the granular case at low T, there is a
contribution of the SC fluctuation enhancing the vortex pin-
ning strength with increasing field: As explained in Sec. III,
the left-hand side of each of Eqs. �35� and �36� decreases
with increasing field due to the SC fluctuation. On the other
hand, by comparing Eq. �35� to Eq. �46�, the inverse of the
left-hand side of Eq. �35�, increasing with field, corresponds
to a strength of vortex pinning inducing the glass transition.
This unfamiliar fluctuation effect, peculiar to granular sys-
tems, is quantitatively weakened in the 2D case because the
quantum fluctuation is stronger in lower dimensions and self-
consistently increases �0

�d�.
In the present paper, we have examined the low-T behav-

ior of the SC glass transition curve Hg�T� of granular super-

conductors by applying a theory of quantum spin-glass to the
context of superconductivity and have shown that, in contrast
to the situations in amorphouslike materials, a situation with
Hg�Hc2 at low T usually occurs in 3D granular systems.
This is consistent with the phenomenological picture9,11,12

favoring the presence of a superconducting glass in H
�Hc2�0�. Next, we have shown that, without the PG order,
the fluctuation of the glass order parameter plays the role of
pinning disorder inducing a vortex-glass instability at T�0
in 3D systems under nonzero fields.

Our main message based on the results in Secs. III and IV
is that the SC transition in nonzero fields can be described in
a single theory, i.e., as a vortex-glass transition,1 for both the
granular and nongranular �amorphouslike� materials. Be-
cause the granular and amorphouslike systems may be con-
tinuously connected with each other, e.g., by changing a
composition of materials, such a unified view of two limiting
models of disordered superconductors should be naturally
expected. In a work with a similar purpose to the present
one, Galitski and Larkin11 have argued that even the SC tran-
sition in amorphouslike materials should be described within
a model for granular systems. Our result in Sec. III that
Hc2�0��Hg�0�� +� is consistent with the argument in Refs.
11 and 12. However, our result in the 2D case, given in Fig.
4, that Hg�T→0��Hc2�0� is different from their opinion and
rather consistent with experimental facts showing the SI
transition behavior.

The vanishing of resistivity on approaching Hg from
above should imply that the glass phase in H�Hg is super-
conducting, because the transition at Hg is continuous in the
present case. It is not surprising that the present result dis-
agrees with an argument27 based on almost the same model
that even the 3D VG is a metal, because the dissipative term
of Eq. �2� was not taken into account correctly in Ref. 27.
Without the dissipative term, a finite fluctuation conductivity
at finite T above Hg cannot be discussed.23 In fact, it is dif-
ficult to reconcile the metallic response27 in PG phase with
the conventional ac Meissner response.28 Furthermore, if
their model with no Ohmic dissipation27 is extended to the
case with correlated linelike disorder creating the so-called
Bose glass phase,2 a �Bose� glass phase with finite resistivity
seems to be still obtained in contrast to experimental facts.
Our extensive analysis on the conductivity in glass phases
will be presented separately.29
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APPENDIX

Here, we estimate Hg�0� in 3D amorphouslike case at low
T limit by using microscopic parameters in dirty limit. In the
ordinary dirty limit where T��1, the coefficients in the ac-
tion �42� are available.23,30,31 If reasonably choosing ��c to
be a constant of order unity, we have �c��−1, where � is the
elastic scattering time of quasiparticles, and

j=2X10
-3

-42X10

1.0

0.7
T/Tc0c0

h

0 0.002

FIG. 5. 3D Hg�T� curves at very low t=T /Tc0 for the weak
disorder cases with j=1�10−4 �left�, 2�10−4 �center�, and 2
�10−3 �right�. In common, the value j0=1.5 was used.
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b
�c

�0
3 � � �0

�cl�

�0
�3� Tc

EF
�2 1

Tc�
,

� � b
�c

�0
3

1

EF�
, �A1�

where �0
�cl� is the T=0 coherence length in clean limit, Tc is

the zero field transition temperature, and h dependences in
the coefficients were neglected by assuming the glass transi-
tion field Hg�0� in T→0 limit to stay close to Hc2�0�. This is
justified as far as both b�c /�0

3 and ��1. If Tc��1,
b�c /�0

3��2/3, and consequently, Hg�0� lies below Hc2�0�.
By contrast, for larger �Tc values of order unity, Hg�0� might

lie rather above Hc2�0�. Nevertheless, its difference �Hg�0�
−Hc2�0�� /Hc2�0� is small according to

Hg�0� − Hc2�0� � Hc2�0�� Tc

EF
�2 1

�Tc��10/3 . �A2�

Of course, when Tc��1, the right-hand side in Eq. �47� is
negligible, and Hg�0� becomes7 of the order of the nonvan-
ishing Hc2

�R��0� just below the mean field Hc2�0�.
In the above analysis, effects of Coulomb repulsion32 be-

tween quasiparticles were neglected. As in the 2D case,7,8,30

it would play a role of reducing Hg�0�, although Hg�0� does
not become lower than Hc2

�R��0� in the 3D case.
In this manner, the statement in Introduction that Hg�0� of

nongranular superconductors lies close to Hc2�0� is justified.
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